Bajaj Electricals Ltd. is a reputed and trusted Indian company, and a part of the US $20 Billion “Bajaj Group”. Bajaj Electricals is in the business of - Consumer Products (Appliances, Fans, Lighting), Exports, Luminaires and EPC (Illumination, Transmission Towers and Power Distribution). The company also has a prominent presence in the hi-end range of appliances with brands like Platini and Morphy Richards in India. It has a branch office in Dubai and 19 more in different parts of India, besides being supported by a chain of Dealers and Distributors across the country, and over 100 exclusive showrooms called ‘Bajaj World’.

About Bajaj Electricals

Luminaires Business Unit

The Luminaires Business is involved in the domain of Modern Workspace Lighting, Urban Architectural Lighting, Street Lighting, Industrial Lighting, etc. Right from lighting up state-of-the-art engineering projects like the Bandra Worli Sea Link, being the source of delight for spectators across stadiums during the Commonwealth Games, enhancing the aesthetic beauty of the Kachiguda Railway Station at Hyderabad or surpassing expectations in modern day work-space lighting challenges; we always go the extra mile to light up your world. The Luminaires BU is lighting up its way with endeavors in futuristic Lighting products like Green LED, Green Building Solutions and Building Management Systems, with the sole purpose of energy conservation. In short, we at Bajaj Electricals illuminate everything that brings joy and happiness to your life.

Our Solar Power System is a new age renewable energy system which uses PV modules to convert sunlight to electricity. The energy generated can either be stored or used directly. It can be fed into the grid line or combined with one or more electricity generators.
Over the years, we have carried out and executed numerous landmark projects and installations across the country. It's with your support and constant motivation that we have always delivered the best. We are privileged to be acknowledged for our services in form of appreciation letters from you. These are “Jewels” which we present to you in compiled form in this catalog. These appreciation letters are our pride and motivation in creating landmark installations.
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architects
and consultants
Beyond Design is leading Architectural Design Firm in the industry for commercial, IT, Residential and Educational approach. Bajaj Luminaires team provides regular technical support for Illumination of their various projects. They recently recommended their client, CLSA technology and services Pvt. Ltd., to use Bajaj LED fixtures for their Pune project.
Letter of APPRECIATION

This acknowledges that

BAJAJ ELECTRICALS LTD. BANGALORE

Have successfully supplied light fittings for following RSP designed interiors.
Flipkart office at cessna Tech Park, us Corp Incubation space at Embassy
Tech Village and RSP office at Gurgaon.
NNE Pharmaplan is an international company specializing in Pharma Engineering. They operate only within the world of pharma with their expertise tailored specifically towards this highly GMP-regulated industry. Bajaj lighting design team works in close coordination during the inception stage. They regularly recommend Bajaj Luminaires for various projects and have recently used Bajaj Light fixtures for various Hindustan Latex Limited projects across India.
M J Associates is a technical consultancy organization operating since 1993 and offering technical services in all engineering disciplines related mainly to the setting up of pharmaceuticals, bulk drugs and drug intermediates, speciality chemicals and food processing. M J Associates regularly recommends Bajaj Luminaires for various customers. This has helped Bajaj Electricals to supply luminairies for Biocon, Millipore, Anthem Bioscience, Syngene and Dr. Reddy Lab, etc.
Date: 28.01.2016

To
Bajaj Electricals Ltd
Chennai.

Kind Attn: Mr. Abhishek & Mr. Sivakumar

Sub: Letter of appreciation – Reg

We are using Bajaj Electrical range of luminaires for Cochin Info Park. The product quality is good and appreciated by end users. Bajaj being the reputed, trusted, familiar and long-time brand we consider him in our projects regularly. We are impressed with their new LED range of products. We look forward mutual business relationship in upcoming years. With them all the best for their future endeavours.

Thanking you,

Pithavadian and Partners
14, College road, Chennai-6
Knexir Consultants Pvt. Ltd.
Mumbai

To,
Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
6th Floor, Rustamjee Asplree,
Ehanashaikar, Vagir Marg,
 Gore (East) Mumbai 400 022
Mumbai.

Kind Attn: Ms. Suchita Adhi
Subject: Appreciation Letter

Date: 06/05/16

This is to acknowledge the excellent work and commitment towards the lighting design and product services provided for our projects during designing stage. We have successfully worked together on following projects:

1. Colgate Palmolive Myanmar
2. Essentia BioTech
3. GVK Biosciences Hyderabad

We have used various types of LED products of Bajaj & we are happy with the product and services offered by them.

We wish her all the best for all future endeavours.

Thanks & Regards,

Yours Faithfully,

For Knexir Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

[Signature]

Sudhir R. Sawant
(Director)
Venkataramanan Associates, Pune

Date: 29th March 2016

To,
Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
Luminaries BU - Pune

Kind Attn: Deepak Shah
Subject: Appreciation Letter.

This is to acknowledge the excellent work and commitment towards the lighting design and product services provided for our projects during the design stage. Bajaj Electricals is constantly upgrading us with rapid changes in LED Technology and better lighting solutions. We have successfully executed many projects with assistance of Bajaj Design, Services & Sales team.

Design & Executed projects in last 2-3 years are as follows:
1) Bajaj Auto Ltd.
2) Indospace Industrial Park Pvt. Ltd.

Design Support given to projects in last 2-3 years is as follows:
1) Bajaj Auto Ltd.
2) Indospace Industrial Park Pvt. Ltd.
3) Wirtgen India Pvt. Ltd.
4) ThyssenKrupp India Pvt. Ltd.

We are thankful to Bajaj Electricals luminaire team for all services provided to us and looking forward to best assistance, timely co-ordination & support from the team in future also.

We wish them all the best for all future endeavours.

Thanks & Regards,

For VA Pune,

JAGDISH TUKARAM DANGALE
Sr. Design Manager

Venkataramanan Associates is a renowned Architecture and Urban Design Firm, with head offices at Bangalore and Pune. VA has a formidable and growing knowledge base in architectural design, design-build processes and works across varied segments like IT, Corporates, Manufacturing and Residential projects, etc. Bajaj Luminaires have provided excellent design support for their Projects Bajaj Auto, Indospace, Wirtgen and ThyssenKrupp and VA has recommended the use of our Lighting fixtures.
Semac is among the pioneers of design engineering consulting, across various locations in India. They are specialize in various Industrial, Pharma, Healthcare and Commercial Projects. They have used Bajaj Luminaires for Ashirwad Pipes, Honda Moto Corp., Nestle, ITC and Haldiram projects.
Across and Beyond is a specialized consultancy firm that provides services for Residential, Commercial, Hospitality, Healthcare and Retail projects. Bajaj Illumination design team closely works with them to provide Energy Efficient solutions to their customers. Bajaj has recently executed Reliance-Cash n Carry Patiala project, both indoor and outdoor through the firm.
Dongre Project Management Consultants Pvt. Ltd. provides Professional Consultancy Services in the field of Project Management, Quantity Surveying and MEP Design Services for small and big scale construction projects. DPMC appreciates the regular support on illumination schemes and product specifics, from Bajaj Lighting Design Team. They have been regularly using Bajaj Luminaires in their projects, prominently being MCA, GCA, etc.
Kothari Associates is a comprehensive organisation of design professionals that includes Architects, Engineers, Town Planners, Interior Designers, and Service Specialists. They have used Bajaj Luminaires in their various Commercial Projects like Offices, Banks, Hospitals, University campuses, etc.
SN Consultants was established by Mr. S. C. Singhal and provides services in electrical systems based upon project requirements. They have been using Bajaj Luminaires for over a decade and has recently lit up facilities of their major clients like JK Tyre, Ircan International Ltd, Alstom, Bajaj Hindustan, etc. Using Bajaj Fixtures.

SN CONSULTANTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

To,
Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
DSM 514-521,
8th Floor DLF Tower
Moli Nagar
New Delhi-115

Subject: Appreciation Letter for services and successful lighting installations.

We appreciate the efforts of Bajaj Electricals Ltd for technical & commercial services for the projects of JK Tyre and Bajaj Hindustan Power Plant Illumination. We would like to thank Mr. Sachin Sirha for the support provided for the above projects and wishing him all the best for all future endeavours.

for SN CONSULTANTS
(S.C. SINGHAL)

Ref: D-104/SNC/15/005
Date: 02.01.2016
Mjunction Services Limited, Jamshedpur

Mjunction Services Limited is India’s largest e-commerce company and the pioneers in e-auction services. They have been operating as super-aggregator for Tata group of Companies. They have used our LED products for various projects through clients like Tata Steel, Tata Power, JUSCO, etc.
commercial spaces
Persistent Systems Limited, Pune

Date: 14th March 2016.

To,
Bajaj Electricals Limited
Luminaires BU,
Pune.

Kind Attn: Mr. Dinesh Shah

Subject: Appreciation Letter

We would like to thank Bajaj Electricals for the technical support offered prior to the supply of LED Luminaires for our Project at Hyderabad and Goa facility.
We also appreciate the excellent project delivery skills & commitment towards quality, exhibited by Bajaj Luminaires Team during their engagement.

We look forward to similar timely response from them for our future requirements and wish Bajaj Electricals Ltd. - Luminaires BU, the very best for their future projects.

Thanking You,

Yours truly

For PERSISTENT SYSTEMS LIMITED.

Mr. Mohan Muley
(Sr. Manager Administration)

Persistent Systems Limited, Bhavaniinagar, 42C, Shriram Vihar Road, Pune 411007 Tel: +91-20-67033000
Persistent Systems Inc., 8025 Lankershim Blvd. Suite 205, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA Tel: +1-408-792-7920
GM - U2001PM390F2C026668 | Fax: +91-20-67030002 | Email: info@persistent.com | Website: www.persistent.com

Persistent Systems is a global company specializing in software product and technology services, headquartered at Pune. They have used Bajaj Luminaires ‘Skylux’ [LED 2x2 Fixture] and ‘Dovee’ [LED Downlighters] to illuminate their facilities at Hyderabad and Goa.
Accenture PLC is a global professional services company and provides strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations services. Accenture has been using Bajaj Luminaires at locations across country for over a decade now. The last 2 years, they have upgraded their offices pan India at Gurgaon, Chennai, Bangalore, Airoli, Hyderabad, etc with Bajaj .nxt LED Luminaires.

Subject: Thank you Bajaj Team...

Dear Murali,

This small note is to thank you and entire Bajaj Lighting team for the support extended to Accenture in last two years of our association.

We appreciate your adherence to timelines – not a single consignment was delayed in last two years. This speaks a lot about the attention we get within Bajaj and the efforts you and your team make to meet our stringent timelines requirement. Would also wish to mention, we didn’t face a single problem with your products in last two years and this proves the robustness of your products, and credibility of your design/R&D team.

Please do share our thanks with your other team members as well. We look forward to similar support in future too.

Regards,
Bhavin<br>(Accenture Workplace Solutions – India Projects Delivery)
SQS India Infosystems Pvt. Ltd. is part of the SQS Group, the world’s leading specialist in software quality. In May 2012, SQS India (location Hinjewadi Unit III, Pune) successfully fulfilled the Green Building Standards required for the certification level “LEED India for New Construction GOLD”, by the Indian Green Building Council (IGBC). Bajaj Electricals ensured timely supply of their Luminaires, which was appreciated by their project team.
Infopark located at Kochi, is the new IT Park being developed by the Government of Kerala with 100 acres of land. Infopark has ambitious plans to become one of the major IT Parks in the country. Bajaj lighting is used by them in their projects. Products like ‘Halos’ 2x2 LED, ‘Skylux’ 2x2 LED, ‘Dovee’ LED Downlight, Solar Streetlights etc. are used by them.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is India’s central banking institution, which controls the monetary policy of the Indian rupee. RBI recently upgraded their Bengaluru office from Conventional Luminaires to Energy Saving Solid State Lighting using Bajaj LED Luminaires.
The Cosmos Co-operative Bank Ltd. (Cosmos Bank), established in 1906, is one of the oldest Urban Co-operative Banks in India. It also received an authorized dealer license from the Reserve Bank of India to become the third co-operative bank in India to have such a license in thirty years. Cosmos Bank is the first bank in the co-operative sector to be granted permission to operate a currency chest. Cosmos Bank has a currency chest in Pune in the same building.
HDFC Bank Limited is one of the leading Indian banking and financial services company. They have used Bajaj Luminaires ‘Skylux’ (LED 2x2 Fixture), LED Tubelight 18W and ‘Sleek’ LED Downlighters to illuminate their bank at Kolkata, Jharkhand and Patna.
Punjab National Bank is an Indian multinational banking and financial services company. It is a state-owned corporation based in New Delhi, India. They have used Bajaj LED Luminaires to upgrade their branches, from Conventional Lighting at various locations.
NETRA (NTPC Energy Technology Research Alliance) was set up by NTPC in 2009 to align itself to the needs of adapting to emerging technologies and upgrading the technologies through research and development. Netra upgraded their Greater Noida office from Conventional Lighting to Solid State Lighting using BAJAJ LED fixtures.
Vsun Mobile Pvt. Ltd. are the manufacturers of Karbonn Brand Mobile, from their unit based at Bawal. Bajaj Luminaires have lit up their manufacturing unit and they are at satisfied with the lighting levels achieved and unit.
Tata Housing Development Co. Ltd., Mumbai

Tata Housing Development Co. Ltd. is a subsidiary of Tata Sons Limited, its primary business being the development of properties in Residential, Commercial and Retail sectors. They have the Bajaj range of Conventional Lighting fittings as well as LED fittings, for their residential projects in various locations like Pune, Gurgaon, Bangalore, etc.

Date: 31st March 2015

To,
Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
Luminaries Business Unit
3rd Floor, Harshadra House,
Queen Road,
Marine Lines,
Mumbai – 400002

LETTER OF APPRECIATION

We, TATA Housing have been using Bajaj Luminaries regularly and have installed the same at our residential project “Inara Park”, Indira Daza, Pune, State: Maharashtra.

We are very much happy with the product quality, timely support and after sales service.

We appreciate the services offered by M/s Bajaj Electricals Ltd, since design and selection stage which has always been professional.

We would like to appreciate the efforts of Mr. Dimple Joshi, who provided us with the quick and effective response whenever we needed regarding any lighting related services.

We wish Bajaj Electricals all the very best for their future and hope for long term business relationship.

Thanking you.

Sudhir Kadani
(Sr. Manager – MEP)
Tata Housing

TATA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
CIN - L75900MH1976PLC01573
Trade Hotel, S - Wing, 5th Floor Kamala Mills Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai - 400013
Tel: 11 22 66 07 35/36 Fax: 11 22 66 07 35 E-mail: info@tatahousing.com
Website - www.tatahousing.com
Jharkhand Police Housing Corporation Limited (JPHCL), a company of the Government of Jharkhand, is committed to designing and constructing police buildings and they have used our LED Products to illuminate their quarters project at Ranchi.

Certificate of Appreciation

This Acknowledges that M/S : Bajaj Electricals Ltd for their Excellent and timely service to us.

The package includes Bajaj Luminaries and its accessories.

Bajaj Electricals Luminaries has Technical, Reliable and Performing team providing lighting solutions with expertise.

We would like to thank M/S : Bajaj Electricals Ltd luminaries division for their Hard Work, Dedication and Support.

Thanking You,

Executive Engineer
JPHCL Ltd.
Ranchi Division, Ranchi
Technip is a world leader in designing steam crackers which includes both grassroots plants (including mega-crackers) and plant expansions using its proprietary technologies. Technip also provides a wide range of services to the ethylene industry. They recently upgraded their Noida office at Technip Tower, using Bajaj . nxt LED Luminaires like LED Panels, Downlights and LED Bars. They are very contented with the performance as they have been working since since 2014.
Mondelez India Foods Private Limited (Formerly Cadbury India Ltd.) is a part of the Mondelez International group of companies and is in the business of creating delectable chocolate confectionaries, gum and candy products and popular beverages and foods that include many of India’s most popular and trusted food brands. They rely on the Bajaj IBMS Delta controls system for the building management system.
Vector Consulting Group, Mumbai

Vector Consulting Group is the leader in TOC (Theory of Constraints) Consulting in India, focusing on 3 industry Clusters - Consumer Goods, Custom Manufacturing, Engineering and Construction. VCG employs the 'Theory Of Constraints' management philosophy in managing the transformation of organizations in its target industry clusters. Bajaj has illuminated the Vector Consulting Group - Thane office with .nxt LED luminaires.

Date: 12 / 07 / 2016

Bajaj Electricals Limited  
(Luminaires BU)  
601 (9th Floor), Rustonjee Aspire,  
Bhanu Shankar Vangani Marg,  
Off Eastern Express Highway,  
Sion (East), Mumbai - 400 022.

Kind Attn: Mr. Sanjay Biswas / Ms. Pushpa Praveen

Sub: Appreciation Letter

We will like to thank Bajaj Electricals for their Technical Support offered prior to the supply of LED Luminaires at our New Facility at Thane. We have used Bajaj brand various type of LED luminaires at our workshops and other areas, and appreciate the excellent project Delivery Skills & Commitment Towards Quality exhibited by the Luminaires team. We look forward to the use of innovative products from Bajaj in our new projects and wish Bajaj Electricals Ltd. - Luminaires BU, the very best for their future Projects.

Thanking You,
Yours Truly

For Vector Management Consulting Pvt. Ltd.

Ashray Bhagwat
Head Accounts & Administration
Loma IT Park Developers Pvt. Ltd. is developing 30 acres of land at Ghansoli in an IT Park (SEZ) and Residential Towers. They have used Bajaj LED luminaires to illuminate their campus and are satisfied with the quality of light.

Sub: Appreciation Letter

Date: 20/07/2015

Bajaj Electricals Limited
(Luminaires BU)
601 (8th floor), Rustomjee Aspiree,
Bhanu Shankar Yagnik Marg,
Off Eastern Express Highway,
Sion (East), Mumbai – 400 022.

Kind Attn.: Mr. Sanjay Biswas

We will like to thank Bajaj Electricals for their Technical Support offered prior to the supply of LED Luminaires at our New Facility at Navi Mumbai.

We have used Bajaj brand various type of LED luminaires at our site, and appreciate the excellent project Delivery Skills & Commitment towards Quality exhibited by the Luminaires team.

We look forward to the use of innovative products from Bajaj in our new projects and wish Bajaj Electricals Ltd. – Luminaires BU, the very best for their future Projects.

Thanking you,
Yours Truly,

(Tajinder Singh Virdi)
Head of Projects
Fortis Healthcare Limited is a chain of super speciality hospitals in India. They have used Bajaj Luminaires for various Healthcare Centres across India. Based on the impressive performance of Bajaj LED fixtures, they plan to use the same for their future projects.
East Point Hospital, Bengaluru

Date: 28/05/2016

BAJAJ ELECTRICALS LTD.,
Residency Road
Bangalore – 560025

Dear Sir,

We have used BAJAJ brand various type of INDOORS & OUTDOORS LED LIGHT fixtures at our Hospital & Engineering College area. We are glad to inform that the performance LED light fittings are very good.

We are happy by the products and services offered by BAJAJ. We look forward to the use of more innovative product from BAJAJ in our future projects.

Yours’s truly

EAST POINT HOSPITAL

East Point Hospital is a Cardiology and Internal Medicine Hospital in Mahadevapura, Bangalore, which also has a college inside the Campus. Bajaj Luminaire have been used to illuminate the indoors and outdoors of the hospital and The campus. The illumination provided by LED fittings has been to their satisfaction.
Appreciation Letter

Date: 24/05/2016

To,

M/s Bajaj Electricals Limited
No 15, Bajaj Bhavan, Residency Road
Bangalore – 560086

Kind Attn:- Mr. VINAYA PRABHU

We would like to take this opportunity to thank M/s Bajaj Electricals Ltd – Bangalore for their support in supply and after sales service for our projects like Gadag Institute of Medical Science (GIMS) and Chamraj nagar Institute of Medical Science (CIMS).

We look forward for a long-term business relationship with M/s. Bajaj Electricals Limited – Bangalore.

For B.G. Shirke Construction Technology Pvt Ltd.,

S G Sangale
Dy. Chief Executive.
The Eldeco group was founded in 1975 in Agra, to professionally undertake real estate and construction projects. Eldeco has used BAJAJ Luminaires in various projects of theirs, like townships, industrial estates, malls and office complexes, in a number of cities like Lucknow, Kanpur, Agra, Noida, Greater Noida and other parts of Delhi NCR.

To Whom So Ever It May Concern

This is to acknowledge that “Miss Bajaj Electricals Ltd, Lucknow” have been our one of the leading supplier of Lighting products, for our projects in Lucknow & surrounding areas.

We have found Bajaj products & services as per our satisfaction. Also we are happy with prompt response of Bajaj Designing team as well as Sales team.

We wish them all the very best for all future endeavours.

Thank & Regards,
For Eldeco Housing & Industries Limited

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Deepak Singh Dangwal
Designation: Sr. Manager

Eldeco Housing & Industries Ltd.

The Eldeco group was founded in 1975 in Agra, to professionally undertake real estate and construction projects. Eldeco has used BAJAJ Luminaires in various projects of theirs, like townships, industrial estates, malls and office complexes, in a number of cities like Lucknow, Kanpur, Agra, Noida, Greater Noida and other parts of Delhi NCR.
BIL Infratech Limited is an Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) services company providing world-class infrastructure development services. They have used our LED ranges and conventional products for various projects like Aliah University, Superspeciality Hospitals, Karmatirtha, RA Mines, etc.
Orchid Hotel, Mumbai

Orchid Hotel is a 5-Star Ecotel hotel and uses Bajaj IBMS - Delta Controls for Energy Efficiency and HVAC Controls, along with ROHS Compliant FAS System with hot redundancy from Bajaj IBMS.

Appreciation Letter

Date: 5th May 2014

To,
Rajai Electricals Limited
681, 9th Floor, Business Annex Building,
Bhuse Shankar Bajaj Marg,
M.G. Road, Bombay - 400 020.

SUB: APPRECIATION FOR SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION & COMPLETION of IBMS SYSTEM AT ORCHID HOTEL

We appreciate the efforts of Rajai Electricals Limited team for the successful installation, commissioning & completion of IBMS SYSTEM within the specified time frame. We would like to thank:

Mr. Walsuk Nagaro,
Mr. Shafiq Shafiq,
Mr. Sanjay Mehta,
Mr. Anil Chemburkar,
Mr. Nisarg Modani,
Mr. Vicky Pawar,
Mr. Shabir Lekhia.

We also would like to appreciate the hard work and dedication put forth by Mr. Walsuk Nagaro, Mr. Sanjay Mehta, Mr. Shafiq Shafiq and Mr. Meenaksh Mudliar. Also, hearty thanks for their sincere contributions & co-operations.

We look forward for a long term business relationship with Mr. Rajai Electricals Limited.

Thanking you,

M/S RAMAT HOTELS (INDIA) LTD.

Nehru Road, Vile Parle (W), Mumbai - 400 365, India. Tel: 91-22-26940264, Fax: 91-22-26940265
Email: megro@orchidhotel.com Website: www.orchidhotel.com Room Reservations: 18002540251/21

Featuring - the hallmark of environmentally sensitive hotels
A Five of Ramada Hotels (India) Ltd.
JW Marriott Hotel, Mumbai

Chalet Hotels Private Limited

Appreciation Letter

SUB: APPRECIATION FOR SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION & COMPLETION.

Bajaj IBMS has provided Cor Collagesystems for JW Marriot-Airport in Mumbai.

We appreciate the effort put by Bajaj IBMS team for Integrations & Services.

We would like to hearty thanks for Aluf Shahid, Manish Hadhavi & his all the team members for their hard work & dedication.

We look forward for a long term business relationship with M/s Bajaj Electricals Limited.

Thanking You,

M/S CHALET HOTELS PVT LTD

JW Marriott Hotels & Resorts, is a global leading luxury hotel chain. The Sahara Airport property of JW Marriott consists of 10 floors, 546 rooms and 39 suites.
Manyavar is a leading apparel brand for Ethnic and Traditional wear, owned by Vedanta Fashions. They use Bajaj LED Luminaires for stores across India, to highlight their Merchandise.
D-Mart is a one-stop supermarket chain that aims to offer customers a wide range of groceries, food products, home and personal products under one roof. They have used Bajaj LED luminaires Flexitron NEO 40W and Downlighters Dovee to illuminate their supermarket located in Maharashtra and Telangana.
food & pharma plants
Mankind Pharma Ltd.,
Himachal Pradesh

Mankind Pharma came into existence in 1986. In 1991, the company was formed into a legal corporation. However, it actively started working as a fully integrated pharmaceutical company in 1995. Today, we have 11,000 employees and are heading towards a turnover of INR 50000 million. Mankind Pharma has been using Bajaj and we have supplied our LED 2x2 and 1x1 LED Cleanroom for their Himachal plant.

MANKIND PHARMA LIMITED

Date 34 April 2016.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that we have used clean room luminaires in our various units in paonta sahib of Bajaj Electricals Ltd. The fixtures are installed at various applications. We are completely satisfied with the product performance, their supplies in time and services after sale.

We appreciate their products and wish to extend our business relationship in future also.

Warm Regards
Satish Sharma
Plant Head
Mankind Pharma Ltd (unit 1)
Vill. Kishanpura, post office Jamniwala,
Paonta Sahib (Simour).
Himachal Pradesh.

Mankind Pharma Ltd.
Max Health Care, Gurgaon

Appreciation Letter

This Letter of appreciation is provided to M/s Bajaj Electricals Limited as per their request for their excellent project delivery skills & Commitment towards Quality during their engagement at M/s Max Hospital, Gurgaon. IBMS Project which included the Fire Alarm System, VESDA, WLD, NOVEC Fire Suppression System, Rodent Repellent System, Access control System and CCTV System & Purchase Order No. is 930062898 Dated: 08.12.13 and 910189037 Dated:08.12.13

We are thankful for the support provided by Mr. Vijay G, Mr. Prashanth Sharma, Mr. Santhosh Byrappa & Mr. Shakthi Leekha.

We also would like to appreciate the hard and dedications to project & Commissioning put forth by Mr. Vijay G

Thanking You,

For M/s Max Hospital

Regd. Office:
Max Healthcare Services Ltd.
Max House, Okhla - III, New Delhi - 110220, Phone: +91 11 41022100, Fax: +91 11 41021185
www.maxhealthcare.in

Max Healthcare is a leading healthcare provider and to support them for the data center, Bajaj IBMS equipped them with DC solution.
Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories is an Indian multinational pharmaceutical company based and headquartered in Hyderabad, Telangana, India. They have used Bajaj Luminaries ‘Pristine’ LED 2x2 cleanroom fixtures, ‘Linea’ 4 feet LED IP65 light fixtures and ‘Duranto’ LED Highbay to illuminate their facilities in Baddi - Himachal Pradesh, Visakhapatnam - Andhra Pradesh and Srikakulam - Andhra Pradesh for OSD and DERMA Plants and IPDO unit at Bangalore.
Hetero Labs Limited is one of India’s leading generic pharmaceutical companies and is one of the world’s largest producer of anti-retroviral drugs based headquartered in Hyderabad, Telangana, India. They have used Bajaj Luminaries’ Pristine’ LED 2x2 cleanroom fixtures, ‘Dove’ LED Downlighters and ‘Skylite’ LED 2x2 fixtures to illuminate their facilities in Hyderabad - Telangana and Visakhapatnam - Andhra Pradesh.
Evertogen Life Sciences Limited (formerly known as Optimus Generics Limited) is a group company of Glochem Industries Ltd. headquartered in Hyderabad, Telangana, India. Evertogen Life Sciences is a leading manufacturer and marketer of finished oral solid dosage formulation for companies around the world. They have used Bajaj Luminaries ‘Pristine’ 2x2 cleanroom Light fixtures and Downlighters for their facilities viz., production block, change rooms, warehouse, QA, QC, micro and engineering services areas.
United Breweries Ltd. (UB Group) is an Indian conglomerate company headquartered in UB City, Bengaluru in the state of Karnataka. Its core business includes beverages, aviation, electrical and chemical fertilizers and is famous for Kingfisher beer. They have used Bajaj Luminaires Induction Highbay Light fixtures to illuminate their facility in Bihar.
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Limited is an Indian multinational pharmaceutical company headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra that manufactures and sells pharmaceutical formulations and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) primarily in India and the United States. They have used Bajaj Luminaires for their office as well as Cleanroom areas. They remain very satisfied with the project delivery skills and commitments towards quality of Bajaj Electricals.
BAJAJ IBMS supports Ajanta Pharma for all access control needs and provides supports in corporate and Industrial environment.
Lucas TVS, Chennai

Lucas TVS was established in 1962 as Joint Venture between Lucas Plc. UK and TVS Group, India. Providing complete system solutions in Auto Electricals, specialized motors for Air Compressors, Stop - Start Systems, Engine Cooling Modules, Ignition Products and Diesel Fuel Injection Systems. Lucas TVS is currently supplying to over 90% of automotive manufacturers in India and also exporting to North America and Europe. Lucas TVS products are also integrated into some of the top global brands like Audi, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Porsche, Rolls Royce. Bajaj LED lightings is used in their production area.

Lucas TVS

LUCAS-TVS LTD., PADI, CHENNAI-600 050, INDIA.

18.12.2015

To
Bajaj Electricals Ltd
Chennai.

Kind Attn: Mr. Abhishek

Sub: Letter of appreciation - Reg.

We had used Bajaj electrical commercial range of luminaire products in our projects. The product quality is very good and appreciated by our end clients also. Bajaj being the reputed, trusted, familiar and long-time brand we consider them in our projects regularly. We are impressed with their new LED range of products. We look forward mutual business relationship in upcoming years. Wish them all the best for their future endeavours.

Thanking you,

For Lucas-TV S. Ltd.

M.M.Prasad
Head – Works Engineering
Suzuki Motorcycle India Pvt. Ltd.,
Gurgaon

Suzuki Motorcycle India Pvt. Ltd.

Date: 25/04/2016

To,
Basic Electricals Limited
Luminaries BU

Sub: Appreciation

Dear Sir,

We would like to thank Bajaj Electricals for the Technical & Lighting Design support offered prior to the supply of LED Luminaires for our Plant at Gurgaon (Haryana).

We also appreciate the excellent project delivery skills & commitment towards Quality, exhibited by Bajaj Luminaires Team during their engagement. And for after sales support as well.

We look forward to similar timely response from them for our future requirements and wish Bajaj Electricals Ltd. – Luminaries BU, the very best for their future projects.

Thanking You,
Yours Truly,

For Suzuki Motorcycle India Private Ltd.

Suzuki Motorcycle India Private Limited
Regd. Office:
Sales & Marketing Office:

Suzuki Motorcycle India Private Limited

Village Kherki Dihari, Sushchabgarh, N.H.
Link Road, Gurgaon, Haryana – 122004-48
Tel. 91 124 4100 700, Fax: 91 124 4100 701
June 2, 2016

Manager
Bajaj Electricals Limited
Pune

Sub: New Design Office electrical work

Dear Sir,

This refers to requirement of various types of LED lighting fixtures for our new design office at our Akadali Plant. We appreciate the effort of Bajaj Electrical Project team and Service team on supply of ordered lighting fixtures and after sale service support to attend to the repeated issues on supplied electrical fittings.

Thanks and regards,

For Bajaj Auto Limited,

Ravi J. Kulkarni
Senior Manager (R&D)
Volvo Trucks is the second-largest heavy-duty truck brand in the world, with manufacturing plant at Hoskote Bengaluru. They have moved towards usage of LED lighting in their plant, by using Bajaj Luminaires .nxt LED products.

Volvo Trucks
Bengaluru

Volvo
Buses

Appreciation Letter

Date: 27/05/2015

To,
M/s Bajaj Electricals Limited
No 16, Bajaj Bhavan, Residency Road
Bangalore - 560066

Kind Attn.: Mr. AJAY B K

We would like to take this opportunity to thank M/s Bajaj Electricals Ltd - Bangalore for their support in supply of 100W LED street Light fixtures for Our Plant and we have been using from last 1.5 years. The performance of the LED Light fixtures is very good.

We look forward for a long-term business relationship with M/s. Bajaj Electricals Limited – Bangalore

Thanking You

From: Volvo India Pvt Ltd (Buses Division) - Bangalore

Pavan Kumar T
(Maintenance Department)
SMS Group is a plant supplier to the metallurgical industry for steel, aluminum, copper and metal. They have used Bajaj Luminaires for their plants and workshops and also in their various projects with private and public sector organisations in the steel sector.
ITC Limited or ITC is an Indian conglomerate headquartered in Kolkata uses Bajaj Luminaires for various food industry warehouses, commercial and residential projects across India. ITC is one of India’s foremost multi-business enterprises with a market capitalisation of US $ 40 billion and a turnover of US $ 8 billion. ITC Limited is a holding company, which is engaged in the marketing of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG). they have used Bajaj Luminaires conventional products for their Uluberia Atta, Biscuit and Chips plants.
TE Connectivity India Pvt. Ltd. (formerly, Tyco Electronics Corp India Pvt. Ltd.), an Indian subsidiary of TE Connectivity Ltd. of USA, designs and manufactures everything from cables and connectors to relays and fibre optics for Automotive, aerospace, defence and telecom among others. They have manufacturing locations in Pune and Banaglore and have used energy efficient Bajaj Luminaires for their manufacturing setup at Bengaluru.
Amara Raja, Hyderabad

Amara Raja Power Systems Limited (ARPSL) is a part of the renowned Amara Raja Group of companies headquartered in Hyderabad, Telangana. They have used Bajaj Luminaires 'Turbo LED' Floodlight fixtures and 'Edge' Streetlight fixtures to illuminate their facilities in Odisha and used Highbay light fixtures to illuminate their facilities in Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh.
DMG MORI Co. Ltd., a Japanese company, is involved in manufacture and sale of machine tools like Machining Centers, CNC Lathes and other products. They have used LED highbays for their manufacturing location at Peenya, Bengaluru and have appreciated the project delivery commitment of Bajaj Luminaires Team.
Kurl-on Enterprise Ltd.,
Bengaluru

Kurl-on manufactures around 10,000 mattresses per day from seven facilities including two in Bengaluru, two in Tumkur, Bhubaneswar, Gwalior, and Uttaranchal. They have used LED fixtures at their PUF Division at Bengaluru and are contented with the pre-order and post-order services of Bajaj Luminaires team.

Date: May 18, 2015

BAJAJ ELECTRICALS LTD.,
Residency Road
BANGALORE - 560 0025

Dear Sir,

We have used BAJAJ brand various type of LED fixtures at our works. We are glad to inform that the performance LED light fittings are very good.

We are extremely happy with the technical support & after sales service.

We look forward to use of more innovative advanced tech /Made IN INDIA lighting products fm BAJAJ in our future projects.

Yours truly,

Authorized signatory
Bevcon Wayors Pvt. Ltd. is leader in the engineering of bulk material handling and for nearly two decades has been one of the top-notch solution providers and project managers for a wide range of bulk material handling systems in India. They have used our Bajaj Luminaires ‘Verdant’ LED Wellglass light fixtures and Industrial light fixtures for their many bulk material handling systems projects in India.
Alstom T&D India, one of the leading T&D Companies in India has a repertoire of high-end, localised extra high voltage products and solutions, manufactured at its units located in Padappai, Hosur and Pallavaram. They have used both LED and CFL fixtures of Bajaj at their works at Hosur. They are happy with the performance of the luminaires and are looking forward to use of advanced lighting products in their other plants as well.
L&T Automation provides electrical and automation solutions for oil, gas, cement, metal and other manufacturing industries. Bajaj Luminaires have worked with them from the design and detailing stage till the execution of their projects, across the country.

*Received on email*
Rohit Surfactants Private Limited, a flagship company of RSPL Limited Group, owner of Trademark ‘GHARI’, is involved in the manufacture and marketing of detergents, toilet soaps, leather and footwear, wind energy and other FMCG products. GHARI Detergent brand is one of the fastest growing brands in the FMCG market, manufactured from various locations in India. They have used Bajaj Luminaires for illumination of their plant at Patna. Pre-order and post-order services of Bajaj Luminaires team have been appreciated by their projects team.
UltraTech cement manufactures an array of products ranging from grey cement to white cement. In the white cement segment, UltraTech goes to market under the brand name of Birla White. They have used Bajaj Light Fixtures in their plants in Rajasthan as well as in their indoor spaces. They appreciate the service given by the Bajaj Luminaires team starting from design stage till the post order service.
JSW Steel Ltd. has a plant located at Toranagallu in the Bellary-Hospet area of Karnataka, spread over 15 sq. km. of land. They have been using Bajaj Lighting fittings regularly for their in-plant requirements. Currently they are using 42W LED Fixtures for their upgrade from conventional lighting to LED fixtures.
Udaipur Cement Works Limited, (formerly known as J. K. Udaipur Udyog Limited), has its only manufacturing plant in Udaipur. Bajaj Luminaires have supplied LED wellglass in their plant and is closely working with them to upgrade from conventional to LED Lighting in existing plant.
Amalgamated Plantations Pvt. Ltd. is a TATA Enterprise and is the second largest producer and supplier of tea in India and second largest producer of orthodox tea. Bajaj Luminaires have supplied LED Highbays, Floodlights, Wellglass and other fixtures for their new mega tea processing factories at Guwahati.
South Central Railway is one of the 16 railway zones in India. South Central Railway has 6 Divisions, predominantly serving the state of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and partly Maharashtra. They have used our Bajaj Luminaries Induction Highbay light fixtures and Industrial light fixtures in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.
Reliance Infrastructure Ltd. is one of the Electrical Power Distribution Company for Mumbai City. They are also responsible for the Street lighting of those assigned areas, where in they have used Bajaj Luminaires for illumination, since last three years. Reliance team is happy about the project management skills of Bajaj Luminaires, from the designing stage till post order service.
Tata - Aldesa, a Tata Group Company is involved, in executing large and complex projects, in Railways, infra and dedicated corridor projects, across the country. They have been using Bajaj Luminaires for these projects and are extremely satisfied with quality and performance of LED Floodlights.
PABSCON is an infrastructure company that provides services in aspects Civil and Structural Engineering aspects, from initial planning to final execution. They have used our conventional product ranges along with LED products for AAI Kolkata and also in the prestigious terminal building of Sikkim (Pakyong) Airport.
CREDA - Chhattisgarh State Renewable Energy Development Agency does extensive work in the field of Renewable Energy focusing on rural areas and stand alone devices. Bajaj Luminaires have supplied energy efficient LED streetlights to their various projects and CREDA acknowledges the pre-order and post-order support by the luminaires team.
JAS Toll Road Company Limited is working on widening of the Neelamangala-Tumkur section of NH – 4, to a 4-lane corridor with provision to be made for further widening to 6-lanes, as a part of the Golden Quadrilateral project initiative of NHAI. They have used Bajaj Luminaires for their Roadway works and find the commitment of Bajaj towards quality extremely high.
Pullela Gopichand Badminton Foundation has set up a new nine-court badminton academy, at Gachibowli in Cyberabad area of Hyderabad. They have used Bajaj LED Luminaires to illuminate the courts and are satisfied with the light levels and performance.
The Airport Authority of India (AAI) Kolkata is a statutory body owned by the Government of India. They have replaced the ATC Tower with Dove LED Downlighter, Skylux 2'x2' and LED tube 18W. They have used BRTFG 60W and BRTFG 90W LED street lights for their Perimeter and Colony illumination jobs and also they have used BARFEG 160W LED Food light for Yard Lighting.
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL), a Navratna PSU, refines and distributes various lube base oil products across India. Bajaj LED Luminaires have been used to illuminate their various retail outlets across Punjab and are satisfied with the illumination levels and performance.
Jaipur Development Authority is the agency of the Government of Rajasthan responsible for preparation and implementation of a master plan for the Jaipur city in Rajasthan state of India. They have been using Bajaj Luminaires for many years and have now shifted to using Bajaj .nxt LED Luminaries for various projects including Streetlight, Landscape, etc.
From
Lighting Superintendent

Nagar Nigam, Varanasi

To,
Mr. Mohd. Terque
M/S Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
Lucknow.

Subject: Product appreciation Letter.

Dear Sir,

This is to inform you that, we are regularly using Bajaj Products for developing our city (Varanasi) by best lighting products of Bajaj Electricals Ltd.

We are spending minimum 1.5 Crore in purchasing Bajaj Street Lights and Flood lights along with accessories yearly.

We really appreciate the quality of Bajaj Products and wishing Bajaj Electricals for successful future.

Thanking you
Date: 19.02.2016

Lighting Superintendent

Nagar Nigam, Varanasi (Municipal Corporation)- the local governing body uses Bajaj Luminaires to light their various projects like roads, flyovers, bridges, buildings, educational and technical institutes. They highly appreciate the contribution of Bajaj Lighting products in the development of the city.
Greater Warangal Municipal Corporation (GWMC) is the urban planning agency that oversees cities of Warangal, Hanamakonda and Kazipet. They have used our Bajaj Luminaires ‘Edge’ streetlight fixtures and induction Floodlight fixtures to illuminate roads and various localities in Warangal, Telangana.
Public Works Department, Delhi is the premier agency of Govt. of NCT of Delhi, engaged in planning, designing, construction and maintenance of Government assets. They have used Bajaj Indoor Luminaires to illuminate assets in environments which include hospitals, schools, colleges, technical institutes, police buildings, courts etc. and outdoor luminaires to light up assets in infrastructure development which includes roads, bridges, flyovers, footpaths, subways etc.
Tumkur is an industrial city, situated at a distance of 70 kilometers northwest of Bengaluru. They have been using 250W Metal Halide Streetlights since past few years and have recently shifted to using LED Streetlights in their across various areas. They are impressed with the quality and performance of the Streetlights and are happy with technical and post-order support.

M/s BAJAJ ELECTRICALS LTD.,
Residency Road
BANGALORE – 560 025

Dear Sir,

We have been using BAJAJ brand LED Street Lights (72W) and 250W Metal Halide lamp street lights in Tumkur Municipal corporation area. We are impressed with the quality and performance of this products.
(LED St. Light Appx : 280 No’s + MHL Street Light : 800 No’s
We are extremely happy with the technical support & after sales service support.
We look forward to use more innovative / energy efficiency/green resolution products for BAJAJ in our future projects.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Ramanagar Nagar Sabha, of Bangalore city has upgraded from Conventional Streetlights to energy efficient Induction Streetlights. These streetlights are not only helping in saving energy but have also contributed in reducing the accident rate due to better uniformity in lighting.
solar
Semac is among the pioneers of Design Engineering Consulting in India, with end-to-end capabilities across Architecture, Structural, Electrical, Public Health Engineering (PHE), Fire Protection, Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), LEED certifications and Energy Audit domains. They have used Bajaj luminaires in various projects like MRF, Coca Cola etc. and Solar Hybrid Lighting Systems as well as for MRF.
The Vindhyachal Thermal Power Station is located in Singrauli district in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh. One of the coal-fired power stations of NTPC, it is the largest power station in India, with an installed capacity of 4760 MW. They have been using Bajaj Luminaires in their plant and they placed their first order of 200 nos. of stand-alone Solar Streetlights from Bajaj which have been successfully commissioned.
Elegant Power Care, Chennai

Elegant Power Core, used Bajaj Solar Solutions, for installing LED Solar Streetlights at M/s One Hub, Chennai, which was successfully commissioned by M/s ETA Engg. Pvt. Ltd. They are happy with Pre and Post-order service of our Solar team, who have ensured smooth functioning of 42W and 24W Solar Streetlights.
JCB India Limited is a leading manufacturer of earth-moving and construction equipment in India. At its five state of the art factories in India. The company started as a joint venture in 1979 and is now a fully owned subsidiary of J. C. Bamford Excavators, United Kingdom. JCB has used Bajaj Solar Streetlights in their campus at Faridabad and plan to Bajaj as well, in the future.
Child Fund India, an NGO Organisation with their Indian operation HO at Bengaluru and branches in Delhi and other major cities are partners for Child Fund International - USA. They mainly concentrate on the education and upliftment of BPL families and their childrens and also helping the families with self employment and career opportunity for employment. During 2015-2016 they distributed 20000 no. of Bajaj brand 2.1W Solar LED lanterns along with 3Wp solar panel and also an AC adaptor to tribal villages all over India.
This is a Bajaj Group NGO organisation for upliftment of poor families by providing free pre nursery education to poor children, computer training, and other activities for ladies. They have installed 30/40W Solar LED stand alone street lighting systems in their premises, which are currently functioning well.
Sri Skanda Consultancy, Bengaluru

Sri Skanda Consultancy, successfully installed Solar Streetlighting - Hybrid and Stand Alone, with Bajaj Fixtures and Poles at AAI - Mangalore. End-to-End project management skills of our solar team were highly appreciated by them, for the turnkey supply of 24W LED fixtures with Poles.
### Major Orders

#### Corporates & IT
- HP, Bengaluru
- Accenture, Various
- Cap Gemini, Various
- Reliance Industries Ltd., Mumbai
- Punj Lloyd Ltd., Haryana
- Reliance Jio
- Across India
- WNS Software, Various
- Tata Consultancy Services, Various
- Infosys, Various
- Syntel, Various
- United Beverages Ltd., Patna
- Jhonne Cranes, Bengaluru
- AO Smith Water Heaters Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru
- Donear Suitings, Mumbai
- AGS Systems, Airoli
- DLF, Delhi
- Dorma, Chennai
- Saint Gobain, Chennai
- Dupont, Mumbai
- Monsanto, Bengaluru
- Wells Fargo, Bengaluru
- RedKnee Software, Bengaluru
- NIIT Technologies, Noida
- Quantiles Software, Bengaluru
- Hexaware, Chennai
- BPCL Corp. Office, Navi Mumbai
- ONGC - HO, Delhi

#### Banks, Insurance & Finance Sector
- Ameriprise, Gurgaon
- Kotak Mahindra Bank, Mumbai
- BNY Mellon, Chennai
- Dewan Housing Finance Corp., Various
- Reserve Bank of India, Various
- ICICI Bank, Mumbai
- Axis Bank, Various
- Bank of Baroda, Mumbai
- India Bulls Corp. Office, Chennai

#### Education
- Ashoka University, Gurgaon
- Bose Institute, Kolkata
- British School, Delhi
- Deendayal University, Delhi
- Indian Insti. of Tech. and Design Mgmt., Chennai
- Jaipur National University, Jaipur
- Mahendragarh University, Delhi
- MANIT College, Bhopal, Indore
- NIFT, Kharghar
- Shiv Nadar University, Noida
- Tezpur University, Assam
- Velammal Engineering College, Chennai

#### Healthcare
- Superspecialty Hospitals, West Bengal
- Kalpana Chawla Medical College & Hospital, Karnal
- Fortis, Various
- Kamalnayan Bajaj Hospital, Aurangabad
- Osmania Medical College & Hospital, Telangana
- MIT Hospital, Pune
- Command Hospital, Udhampur (J & K)
- MGM Hospital, Navi Mumbai
- Apollo Clinics, Various
HEALTHCARE

Vimhans, Delhi
Omega Hospital, Hyderabad
Sunshine Hospitals, Bubaneshwar
Vinn Hospital, Hyderabad
BSP Hospital, Bhilai
Sharma Medical & Research Centre, Jaipur
IPGMER and SSKM Hospital, Kolkata

FOOD & PHARMA

Anthem Bioscience, Bengaluru
Teva Pharma, Ahmedabad
United beverages Ltd., Nalanda
Appotex Pharma, Karnataka
Amul, Gujarat
ITC, Various
Intas Pharmaceuticals, Ahmedabad
Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Various
HUL, Bengaluru
TATA Tea, Assam
CIPLA, Patalganaga
Banas Dairy, Gujarat
Patanjali Divya Pharma, Haridwar
Coca Cola, Fazliabad
Dr. Reddy Laboratories, Various
Aashirwad Pharma, Bengaluru
Colgate Palmolive, Myanmar

AUTO & TYRE INDUSTRY

TATA MOTORS, Jamshedpur
Hero Motors, Haryana
Honda Motors Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru
Kawasaki Motors Ltd., Bengaluru
Reydel Automotive Corp. Tamil Nadu
Good Year, Aurangabad
MRF Tyres, Chennai
Ceat Tyres, Various
J K Tyre, Various
Bajaj Auto, Various

INDUSTRY - OTHERS

Asian Paints, Rohtak
Bombardier Transportation, Ahmedabad

Jindal Steel Works, Birla
Nirma Ltd., Ahmedabad
GM Technology, Haryana
Lubrizol, Ahmedabad
Visteon Corp., Chennai
Tata Steel Ltd., Jamshedpur
Tata Power, Bengaluru
Indian Steel and Wire Products, Tata Nagar
Indo US MIM, Bengaluru
Alstom, Allahabad
Adani Group, Gujarat
Takasago, Chennai
Siemens, Delhi
Wonder Cement Ltd., Jaipur
TISCO, Tata Nagar
Essar Steel, Vizag
Bansal Pipes, Kolkata
Sanvira Industry, Vizag
My Home Cements Ltd., Hyderabad
Nadi Airtechnique, Chennai
HAL, Delhi
AMG More, Bengaluru
Spirex Sargo, Chennai
Tyco Electronics, Bengaluru

INFRASTRUCTURE & GOVT BODIES

NTPC
PWD
CPWD
MES
DRDO
Railways
HPCL
IOC
BPCL
ONGC
CIDCO
HIDCO
ADA
BBMP
AAI
ISRO
Nagar Palikas
Nagar Parishads

VARIOUS LOCATIONS - PAN INDIA

Jindal Steel Works, Bellary
Nirma Ltd., Ahmedabad
GM Technology, Haryana
Lubrizol, Ahmedabad
Visteon Corp., Chennai
Tata Steel Ltd., Jamshedpur
Tata Power, Bengaluru
Indian Steel and Wire Products, Tata Nagar
Indo US MIM, Bengaluru
Alstom, Allahabad
Adani Group, Gujarat
Takasago, Chennai
Siemens, Delhi
Wonder Cement Ltd., Jaipur
TISCO, Tata Nagar
Essar Steel, Vizag
Bansal Pipes, Kolkata
Sanvira Industry, Vizag
My Home Cements Ltd., Hyderabad
Nadi Airtechnique, Chennai
HAL, Delhi
AMG More, Bengaluru
Spirex Sargo, Chennai
Tyco Electronics, Bengaluru

VARIOUS LOCATIONS - PAN INDIA

NTPC
PWD
CPWD
MES
DRDO
Railways
HPCL
IOC
BPCL
ONGC
CIDCO
HIDCO
ADA
BBMP
AAI
ISRO
Nagar Palikas
Nagar Parishads
### BRANCH OFFICES

#### NORTH REGION
- Chandigarh Tel.: 0172-5234600
- Delhi (Gulmohar) Tel.: 011-26549100
- Jaipur Tel.: 0141-2377364, 2369541, 2369542
- Lucknow Tel.: 0522-4938900-30
- Noida Tel.: 0120-4040400.

#### EAST REGION
- Bhubaneswar Tel.: 0674-2390697, 2396980, 2394052
- Guwahati Tel.: 0361-2346497, 2346498, 2346499
- Kolkata Tel.: 033-22622685
- Patna Tel.: 0612-2220155, 22231427

#### CENTRAL REGION
- Indore Tel.: 0731-2548909/10/18
- Raipur Tel.: 0771-2263976, 2263986, 4060166
- Nagpur Tel.: 0712-2440318, 2440319

#### WEST REGION
- Ahmedabad Tel.: 079-27543964, 27543967
- Mumbai Tel.: 022-22193000
- Pune Tel.: 020-26302000

#### SOUTH REGION
- Bengaluru Tel.: 080-42662222
- Chennai Tel.: 044-30662200
- Cochin Tel.: 0484-2391119, 2392039
- Hyderabad Tel.: 040-23442932, 23442933
- Visakhapatnam Mob.: 8008709998

---

**Bajaj Electricals Ltd.**

LUMINAIRE BUSINESS UNIT,
601, Rustomjee Aspiree, Bhanu Shankar Yagnik Marg,
Off Eastern Express Highway, Sion (E), Mumbai 400 022.
Tel: 022 2406 4400
E-mail: luminaires@bajajelectricals.com
www.bajajelectricals.com

---